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Achieving compliance and meeting security obligations to strengthen the organization’s security posture is not a one-time process. According to a study by University of Maryland, every 39 seconds a new hacker-attack takes place and your security strategy should have an on-going approach to deal with this ever-escalating surge of security threats.

As compliance frameworks are regularly changing, an occasional or periodic security management approach is inadequate in the face of this rising threat exposure, and an unceasing review of your organization’s compliance position is crucial these days.

Although many business leaders are aware of this imperative need of implementing continuous security compliance, they struggle to reduce their threat exposure due to the usage of redundant security tools and lack of complete security awareness.

Organizations should broaden their security and governance approach and deploy an effective, on-going, advanced solution in their network enabling real-time cyber risks monitoring and remediation to stay proactive to any future threats.

SecPod SanerNow’s solution to execute Continuous Compliance & Risk Management

SecPod SanerNow delivers a continuous, on-going, and comprehensive solution for risk and compliance, with advanced risk assessment and remediation techniques from an integrated console.

SanerNow is precisely crafted to address the needs of security compliance and proactively protects your network endpoints from potentials threats.

SanerNow helps you execute uninterrupted compliance management, rapid risk detection, assessment and remediation, automated patching of software vulnerabilities, effective asset health management, active threat hunting and response, to safeguard your endpoints from various attack vectors.

It increases your endpoint security awareness and enables you to seamlessly regulate continuous security compliance and strengthen your organization’s security posture.
SecPod Sanernow’s robust approach to execute continuous compliance and reduce risk exposure

**Rapid, effective, and advanced automation techniques to implement continuous security compliance**

Detect non-compliant endpoints precisely by identifying system configuration anomalies with a friction-free and fast compliance scan. It also helps you with rapidly addressing and repairing system misconfigurations and missing configurations.

**Align to latest compliance standards and meet security obligations with a single, cloud-native console**

Take an integrated approach to continuously align to latest compliance standards and remotely meet all the security obligations with a single point of control across your enterprise endpoints. Seamlessly achieve continuous compliance on your remote endpoints from a centralized cloud-based console.

**Implement all security compliance management tasks through one efficient, multifunctional agent**

Use our light-weight, easily-deployable, powerful, multifunctional agent to remotely orchestrate all compliance management and endpoint security tasks. With the single point of control align to latest Industry compliance update, take control of your organizations risk exposure, and remediate vulnerabilities instantly.

**Eliminate the complexities of using swivel chair interfaces**

Reduce the overlaps and false positives of using multiple point solutions to implement different operations of achieving continuous compliance and risk management through a one-point approach. Effortlessly orchestrate all endpoint security tasks and align to security compliance guidelines in your network without switching between screens.
Seamlessly regulate security compliance and manage risk exposure with SanerNow’s advanced features

Gain real-time IT assets visibility and control

Run continuous/on-demand IT asset scanning and gather detailed hardware and software inventory. Detect outdated and rarely used hardware and software, and instantly identify the entry of vulnerable IT assets, blacklist and whitelist applications, and take effective visibility and control over your organization’s risk exposure.

Rapidly discover your endpoint vulnerabilities with over 100,000+ vulnerability checks

With the world’s largest SCAP feed with over 100,000 vulnerability checks and 400-500 configuration checks per OS, and SanerNow’s intelligent scanning algorithm, vigorously scan your endpoints, precisely discover your endpoint vulnerabilities and analyse your cyber risk potential efficiently.

Reduce risk exposure with integrated and automated patch management

Remediate software vulnerabilities instantly using SanerNow’s integrated and automated patch management approach. Automate comprehensive patch remediation across your network landscape with our OS and application agnostic platform (supports multiple OS and applications including Windows, MAC, Linux, and other third-party applications).

Scan and identify deviation from standards, and detect non-compliant endpoints

SanerNow’s efficient agent-based service supports customizable and standard configurations, and helps discover non-standard or deviant endpoints, and provides instant remediation suggestions with actionable insights. It allows for continuous monitoring to detect any system deviations that could result in an increased attack surface due to non-compliance.

Support all major industry compliance benchmarks and enables creation of customized security policies

SanerNow supports industry-standard requirements on policies and configurations out-of-the-box including HIPAA, PCI, ISO, NIST 800-53, and NIST 800-171. Further, it allows for any additional, customized policies and configuration settings to ensure specialized industry or as well as/ organizational compliance.
Strengthen your endpoint security posture and keep your endpoints healthy

Continuously track and monitor all your endpoints and apply strong security controls. Monitor details including antivirus deployments, status of important system services and files, registry keys, rogue processes etc., and execute strong security measures, including enabling firewall policies and other security checks, quarantining or isolating necessary devices or networks, discovering, and protecting sensitive data, etc.

Block malicious applications and devices, reduce attack surface instantly

Block any suspicious or malicious or unwanted applications and devices on your network. Implement effective application and device control across your endpoints and prevent security breaches to safeguard your network from emerging cyberattacks.

Detect and respond to threat incidents without leaving any security gaps

Actively hunt for incidents of threats in your network and respond to them immediately. SanerNow allows you to detect any indications of attacks and system compromise across your endpoints and enables you to act upon them immediately. With this proactive approach in your security landscape, safeguard your network from possible security threats and mitigate cyber risks.

About SecPod
SecPod is leading provider of endpoint security and management solutions. SecPod (SecPodium, incarnated as SecPod) has created revolutionary SanerNow platform and tools that are used by MSPs and enterprises worldwide. SecPod also licenses security technology to top security vendors through its SCAP Content Professional Feed.

The SanerNow Platform
SecPod SanerNow is a Unified Endpoint Security (UES) and management solution that ensures cyberhygiene by automating and orchestrating measures to safeguard your enterprise endpoints from cyber attacks. The major features of SanerNow include,
- Patch Management,
- Vulnerability Management,
- Asset Management,
- Endpoint Management,
- Compliance Management
- Endpoint Threat Detection & Response
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